In this review, microwave plasma gas-phase synthesis of inorganic materials and material groups is discussed from the application-oriented perspective of a materials scientist: why and how microwave plasmas are applied for the synthesis of materials? First, key players in this research field will be identified, and a brief overview on publication history on this topic is given. The fundamental basics, necessary to understand the processes ongoing in particle synthesis-one of the main applications of microwave plasma processes-and the influence of the relevant experimental parameters on the resulting particles and their properties will be addressed. The benefit of using microwave plasma instead of conventional gas phase processes with respect to chemical reactivity and crystallite nucleation will be reviewed. The criteria, how to choose an appropriate precursor to synthesize a specific material with an intended application is discussed. A tabular overview on all type of materials synthesized in microwave plasmas and other plasma methods will be given, including relevant citations. Finally, property examples of three groups of nanomaterials synthesized with microwave plasma methods, bare Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles, different core/shell ceramic/organic shell nanoparticles, and Sn-based nanocomposites, will be described exemplarily, comprising perspectives of applications.
Introduction
Since the end of the late 1980s, several gas phase synthesis methods are used for the synthesis of materials, especially matter in form of powders and nanoparticles [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The common feature of all gas phase methods is that they use vaporized chemical compounds or precursors, which undergo a chemical reaction in a gaseous environment. The evaporated individual atoms or molecules collide, and particle formation is starting by a homogeneous nucleation process. The nuclei grow by condensation of vapor molecules on already existing particles. Nucleation and coalescence processes are well described and understood for standard gas-phase reactions and aerosol processes [13] [14] [15] . By ongoing collisions of particles and by coagulation the particles grow further. Energy supply for the desired reactions may be either thermal (high temperature, flame, laser), or by a plasma (microwave (MW), radio-frequency (RF), dielectric barrier discharge (DBD), alternating current (AC), direct current (DC), induction, or electric arc (EA)).
Several research groups worldwide apply microwave plasma processes for the synthesis of particulate matter, mainly. The advantage of using microwave energy is, that higher degrees of ionization and dissociation can be obtained, compared to other types of electrical excitation [16] . This higher ionization and dissociation reduces the activation energy and enhances the kinetics to initiate a chemical reaction. Furthermore, lower temperatures can be realized in comparison to thermal plasmas or standard thermal reactions, being favorable for yielding in smaller particles. Although the focus of this article is "microwave plasma", many statements or comparison will be done with "RF plasma", as the basis of theoretical papers in this field is much broader than in the field of "microwave plasma".
This feature article will focus on the application of microwave plasmas for the synthesis of nanoparticles in the gas-phase from the viewpoint of a materials scientist, using a physical method to synthesize materials with particle-size dependent properties. Other applications of microwave plasma methods, frequently described in literature, are etching and coating of surfaces, and the synthesis of tubes, wires, or rods. The topic of gas phase reactions in microwave plasma is an interdisciplinary field of science, engineering, and technology, interplaying with microwave technology, as well as plasma science and technology, chemistry, physics, nanotechnology, and materials science. It also refers to topics of electrical engineering, chemical and process engineering, and mechanical engineering. Thermodynamics and aerosol science are further disciplines in touch with the subject. These interconnected relationships are shown schematically in Figure 1 .
Definition of Terms
Before starting in detail the discussions on different subjects, the relevant terms used in this article are shortly explained in the context they are applied.
• Microwaves are electromagnetic waves in the frequency range from 300 GHz to 300 MHz.
The corresponding wavelengths range from 1 mm to 1 m. Industrially used microwave frequencies are 0.915 GHz with wavelength λ~ 32 cm (mobile phone, food processing), and 2.45 GHz with λ~12 cm (kitchen microwave, microwave sterilization).
Figure 1.
Interlinked research activities between microwave plasma synthesis and the contributing scientific, technological and engineering disciplines.
• In physics and chemistry, plasma
• Plasma, containing particles (in the sense of particulate matter), is called "dusty plasma". This type of plasma is used for particles syntheses [18] . In the context of this paper, "particle" has the meaning of particulate matter.
is typically an ionized gas [17] . It contains neutral as well as charged elementary particles (electrons, ions, molecules). Plasma is considered to be a distinct state of matter because of its unique properties. The term "ionized" refers to the presence of one or more free electrons, which are not bound to an atom or molecule. The free electric charges make the plasma electrically conductive so that it responds strongly to electromagnetic fields.
• Thermal plasmas are characterized by a thermodynamic equilibrium, meaning that all species (electrons, ions, and neutral species) have the same temperature (energy). An example for thermal plasma is arc plasma. Its temperature may be around 10,000 K. This type of plasma is mainly not part of this article.
• Non-thermal plasmas are characterized by a thermal non-equilibrium between the temperature of the electrons and the ions. The temperature of the electrons ranges between several electron volt (eV), whereas the temperature of the positively charged ions and neutral species is significantly colder (around room temperature) [19, 20] , leading to a quite low overall temperature. Therefore, non-thermal plasmas, also called non-equilibrium plasmas, are favorable for the synthesis of nanoparticles at low temperatures. They can be ignited by microwaves, but also by, e.g., RF or by DBD [9, 21] . The temperature of the plasma is around 300-1000 K. Therefore, this type of plasma is also called "cold plasma".
• Atmospheric pressure plasmas are operated at atmospheric pressure. They are favorable for industrial processes, as they need smaller experimental efforts and thus lower costs. Ignition is possible by DC, by RF, and by microwaves. Atmospheric plasmas may be thermal plasmas or non-thermal plasmas [22] .
• Low-pressure plasmas are operated under vacuum conditions (several 100 Pa to 10,000 Pa).
They require more expensive vacuum-components and more sophisticated set-ups. They are usually "cold plasmas".
• Nanomaterials, respectively nanoparticles • , are particulate matter and generally defined as materials with grain sizes below 100 nm in at least one dimension. A more stringent definition is to specify nanomaterials or nanoparticles as materials with particles size dependent properties. Gas-phase processes
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are chemical reactions, where gaseous components react in a gaseous environment to form solid reaction products (e.g., particles). All plasma reactions in the context of this paper are gas-phase reactions.
In the first part of this article, a dedicated literature search using "Scopus" will be presented. This search is applied to identify the key players in the field of microwave plasma synthesis of materials. In the second part, a short historical overview will be given, showing the development of the topic by the years.
Finding the Key Players
The key players were identified based on a search using "Scopus" (www.scopus.com, last update of the queries on 30 July 2014). The starting query uses the key-words "nonthermal*", "non-thermal*", "microwave*", "low pressure*", or "non-equilibrium", combined with "plasma*". The terms "Life Sciences", "Health Sciences", and "Social Sciences and Humanities" are categorically excluded. The starting key words yield in 50,952 hits. Thereafter, the search was refined, adding and combining other related key words ("nano*", "material*", "synthes*", "particl*", and "gas phase"), yielding in 2234 hits. The number of papers published per year (refined results) is shown in Figure 2 . This figure also contains the hits of groups working with microwave plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD), sintering, etching, or on nanotubes, nanowires or thin film synthesis using microwave plasma. In addition, non-thermal plasmas generated with radio frequency are part of the results.
The outstanding key players in the field of microwave plasma gas-phase synthesis of particulate matter are identified as University of Minnesota, Twin Cities (MN, USA), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Germany), Pennsylvania State University (PA, USA), University of Duisburg-Essen (Germany), Ajou University, (Korea), Los Alamos National Laboratory (NM, USA), ITRI-Industrial Technology Research Institute, (Taiwan), and Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic/Masaryk University, Brno (Czech Republic). Beyond these key groups, also research results from less common groups are found in literature. 
Microwave Plasma Synthesis of Particulate Matter in the Historical Context
In 1973, Bosisio et al. already describe the attractiveness of microwave plasma in the field of chemistry and spectroscopy [16] , as higher degrees of ionization and dissociation can be achieved in comparison to other types of electrical excitation. In that decade, microwave plasmas have been mainly applied for cleaning or etching silicon substrates in semiconducting industry [23] [24] [25] [26] . In this context, the particle formation was considered as a contamination problem of "dusty" plasmas, before the potential of "dusty" plasma for particle synthesis was recognized. An overview on plasma processing of materials is presented by Szekely in 1984 [27] , distinguishing between thermal plasmas and nonequilibrium plasmas. Synthesis of particulate matter is not a topic of this paper. Several review papers in the mid-1980s present fundamental background aspects of plasmas generated by other energy sources than microwaves [28, 29] and on chemical reactions and nucleation in thermal plasmas [30, 31] . Moisan and Wertheimer [32] reviewed, in 1993, the excitation frequency effects in plasma processes. They present experimental evidence which confirms theoretical predictions that microwave plasmas are generally more efficient than their RF counterparts.
Diamond synthesis using a microwave plasma was reported by Kamo et al. [33] in 1983, and by Saito et al. [34, 35] [42, 43] published the synthesis of ceramic nanoparticles in a 0.915 GHz microwave plasma. The first ceramic core/shell particles, synthesized in two consecutive plasma zones were published in 1994 by Vollath and Szabó [44] . In 1997, Brenner et al. [45] synthesized nanoparticulate matter by decomposition of metal carbonyls in a 2.45 GHz Ar plasma. The dissolution of the carbonyls in toluene yielded in a carbonaceous support, produced simultaneously with the metal particles containing Fe, Co, and Co + Mo.
Whereas in the beginning of research activity in this field mainly feasibility of all kind of materials was in the focus of research, later on also theoretical considerations on microwave plasmas combined with a deeper understanding of the processes occurring in the plasma, and the interaction between different species in the plasma were of interest in the several groups [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Finally, in the last decade the properties and the application potential of the resulting materials have increased very much in interest [20, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
Physical Background of the Microwave Plasma Process and Technical Equipment
A great variety of plasma processes exists, but their classification in literature is sometimes confusing. They can be classified according to several criteria:
• operating pressure o low pressure plasma o atmospheric pressure plasma • thermodynamic equilibrium o thermal or equilibrium plasma (T electron ≈ T ion ≈ T gas ) o non-thermal plasma or non-equilibrium plasma (T electron >> T ion ≈ T gas ) • temperature o low temperature plasma (T gas < 2000 K) o high temperature plasma (T gas > 2000 K).
• plasma generation o microwave discharge (300 MHz ≤ f ≤ 300 GHz) o radio frequency discharge (450 kHz-3.0 MHz; 13. [18] . These reviews show that non-thermal plasmas can be generated by RF, or by microwaves. The non-thermal plasmas usually are operated as low pressure plasmas. The utilization of microwave plasmas at atmospheric pressure is also described. Additionally, microwave thermal plasmas are also in use. The application of microwaves for gas phase synthesis therefore covers the fields of low pressure, atmospheric, as well as thermal plasmas.
Energy Transfer in a Microwave Plasma
The physico-chemical basics, elaborated for plasmas in general, can be applied to microwave plasmas in special. Therefore, the energy E, transferred to a charged species of mass m in an oscillating electrical field with frequency f is proportional to its charge Q, and inversely proportional to its mass m and the squared frequency f and is a measure of the temperature [19] . In addition to ions and free electrons, a microwave plasma consists of neutral gas species, as well as dissociated gas and finally also precursor molecules for the desired chemical reaction. Therefore, collisions between charged (electrons, ions) and uncharged species (molecules, atoms, or particles) influence the energy transfer to the particles. In this case, the collision frequency z, which is proportional to the gas pressure p, has to be considered additionally [19] :
As the collision frequency increases with increasing gas pressure, the transferred energy is also a function of the gas pressure. Because of the significant temperature differences of the electrons and the ions, respectively neutral species, plasmas generated with microwaves are considered as non-equilibrium plasmas, or as non-thermal plasmas. They are often called "cold plasma". These low overall temperatures in microwave plasmas are one reason for the reduced tendency of particle agglomeration during particles synthesis. Figure 3 shows schematically the calculated relation between the collision frequency z and transferred energy E on an elementary species applying the two common industrial microwave frequencies, 0.915 GHz, and 2.45 GHz, and, additionally, the less common industrial frequency 5.85 GHz, respectively, and the three different regions of collision frequency to microwave frequency relationship. With increasing frequency the transferred energy decreases: in consequence for nanoparticle synthesis in a microwave plasma, a lower microwave frequency leads to higher reaction temperatures. Lower synthesis temperatures can be realized with higher frequencies. Generally, with increasing gas pressure (meaning collision frequency) the transferred energy increases for z << f, exhibits a maximum at f = z, and decreases for z >> f [9, 66, 67] . Most of the theoretical considerations on electrical charging of particles, on coagulation, or selective particle heating have been developed for non-thermal low pressure RF plasmas [47, [68] [69] [70] [71] . Analogous considerations for microwave plasmas are seldom, but exist. Vollath [67] showed in model calculations, that charging of particles in a microwave plasma depends on the collision frequency, respectively pressure. Experimental evidence for narrow particle size distribution applying microwave plasma synthesis methods was shown from several groups [48, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . It is, therefore, most likely that findings for RF plasmas related to particle charging, coagulation, or selective particle heating are transferable to microwave plasmas.
Impact of Microwave Plasma on Particle Formation
As the microwave plasma process is a gas phase process, a vaporized precursor is the starting material. The microwave plasma provides a chemically highly reactive environment, because the presence of free electrons has an impact on chemical reactions. This is demonstrated in chemical kinetic models for the dissociation of silane and hydrogen in RF plasmas [69] . Particles can be synthesized rapidly due to the high degree of chemical dissociation and ionization of the compounds involved in chemical reaction. Thermodynamically possible, but kinetically thwarted reactions can occur at relatively moderate temperatures.
The single steps of a gas-phase reaction are illustrated schematically in Figure 4a . A volatile precursor is evaporated (step 1a), and an appropriate reactive gas is introduced (step 1b). Thermal energy is applied to ignite and conduct the chemical reaction of the compounds (step 2). After this step molecules collide, and particles, respectively crystallites are formed by a homogeneous nucleation process (step 3). The particles then grow by condensation of molecules on the nuclei (step 4), and further particle growth happens by coagulation (step 5), respectively coalescence. Finally, agglomeration of particles (step 6) occurs. Particle agglomeration can be reduced, when a quenching step (step 6a) is added. Figure 4 . Visualization of the general steps of particle formation occurring in gas phase reactions. Thermally supported gas-phase reactions with optional quenching step (a). Microwave plasma generated gas-phase reactions (b).
In a microwave plasma, the steps of particle formation in gas phases are supported by the ionization and dissociation of the compounds, as well as a particle charging in the plasma. This is schematically shown in Figure 4b . The critical step for particle formation is the nucleation. The variation of particle size is correlated with changes in number concentration of nuclei in the plasma. According to Kortshagen [20] , the nucleation process seems to be different from situations described by classical homogeneous nucleation from super-saturated vapor. The nanoparticle formation in plasmas seems rather describable as a chemical clustering process, which is determined by reactions of chemical key species. These species will be different for each materials system. Therefore, general statements for cluster formation in plasmas seem nearly impossible. Synthesis conditions can be selected in such a way that resulting particles carry electrical charges of the same sign (see Figure 3) . Then, the unipolar particle charge prevents particle growth by coagulation or coalescence and particle agglomeration [20] . Vollath's model calculation results [67] lead to the conclusion that the width of size distribution of particles produced with plasma (RF or microwave) processes is about 50% narrower compared to conventional gas phase processes, under condition that particles carry charges of equal signs. Therefore, very small particles (nanoparticles) with a narrow particle size distribution can be expected using non-thermal microwave plasmas as compared to conventional gas-phase processes and aerosol processes. As the temperature is low, a sintering of the particles (formation of hard agglomerates) is not occurring. A typical example is shown in Figure 5 , where particles synthesized in a conventional gas-phase process show larger particles and broader particle size distribution (Figure 5a ) compared to nanoparticles synthesized in a low pressure microwave plasma (Figure 5b ).
In addition, particle charging discussed in literature as an advantage in non-thermal plasmas [20, 67, 71] , another advantage for nanocrystal formation in non-equilibrium plasma is discussed: the selective particle heating [70] . According to Kortshagen's explanations for non-thermal plasmas [20] energetic surface reactions, such as electron-ion recombination and surface chemical reactions, may lead to an intense heating of the particles. Nanoparticles in non-thermal plasmas can be heated to temperatures that exceed the temperature of the surrounding gas by several hundreds of kelvin. In contrast, the cooling processes through convection or conduction and radiation are relatively inefficient. Therefore, particles can crystallize in low-temperature plasmas, although the plasma temperature is below crystallization temperature. Mangolini and Kortshagen [70] show simulated evidence for the size dependence of the nanoparticle temperature of Si-nanoparticles. They conclude that selective heating of nanoparticles essentially explains the formation of crystallized nanoparticles with high crystallization temperature in a low-temperature plasma with gas temperatures lower than crystallization temperature. Experimental evidence for crystallinity is shown from different research groups for several nanomaterials that exhibit crystalline particles, such as ZrO 2 , SnO 2 , or HfO 2 . Figure 5 . Transmission electron microscopy images of (a) commercially available Fe 2 O 3 nanopowder made by a gas-phase process (method not specified; supplier: Sigma-Aldrich, order number 544884-25g/Lot 05223EE) and (b) Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles synthesized in a low pressure 2.45 GHz microwave plasma. The difference between the two materials is evident. The average particle size of the low pressure microwave plasma made particles is significantly smaller, and their particle size distribution is much narrower compared to the commercial powder.
(a) (b)
Influence of Process Parameters on the Resulting Product
The discussion of experimental parameters in microwave plasma synthesis of nanoparticles is quite complex: it comprises as well microwave frequency and cavity design (both related to the equipment design), as the system temperature, the microwave power, the system pressure, the residence time, the precursor type, and the precursor concentration in the system. Many parameters are interdependent. This means e.g., increasing the gas-flow of the reaction gas increases not only the gas-pressure, but also the temperature, influencing on its part the collision conditions, as well as residence time in the reaction zone. Furthermore, the temperature of the system can be influenced directly by the applied microwave power. These interdependences are additionally overlapped by the influence of the pressure on particle charging and selective particle heating.
Criteria How to Choose a Precursor
The considerations for precursor selection are general and may apply for each desired nanoparticle synthesis. Most favorable are gaseous precursors, but only a few compounds, as silane (SiH 4 ) for the synthesis of Si-based nanoparticles, or methane (CH 4 ), acetylene (HC≡CH) and ethylene (H 2 C=CH 2 ) for the synthesis of carbonaceous matter, are gases. Most of the relevant and commonly used precursors are liquids or solids with high vapor pressure: mainly water-free chlorides, metal-carbonyls, and different organometallic precursors. The liquids can be fed accurately via syringe pumps. In principle, precursors used in CVD synthesis [77] [78] [79] are to some extent suitable as precursors for microwave plasma reactions. Table 1 shows a variety of solid, liquid and gaseous precursors with some relevant data. All precursors must be handled under careful conditions with personnel protection measure, as all are either toxic or very toxic, or at least irritant or harmful for human health, and also partly sensitive to atmosphere. Thus, toxicity is certainly one aspect one has to consider for precursor selection. Another selection criterion is, besides the boiling point, the theoretical conversion of product per unity of precursor and the resulting by-products. Therefore, one has to look at the chemical reactions which may occur in the plasma during a complete or incomplete reaction. This is shown exemplarily for the reaction of SnCl 4 , respectively Sn(C 4 H 9 ) 4 . Taking into account the densities of SnCl 4 (2230 kg/m 3 ) and Sn(C 4 H 9 ) 4 (1050 kg/m 3 ), e.g., the oxide yield of 1 mL precursor is 2.4 times higher for SnCl 4 than for Sn(C 4 H 9 ) 4 . Identical precursor concentrations therefore do not mean identical reactive Sn-cation concentration. Thus, an influence on particle size is expected, depending on the precursor used. In addition, the by-products have to be taken into account. This is explained exemplarily by means of two different Sn-precursors: Precursor 3:
Using SnCl 4 as precursor, chlorine is the residual by-product (Equation 2), which can be removed by tempering in air at 300 °C [54] Equation 4). The real suitability of a precursor for particle synthesis finally is also affected by capability of nuclei formation under the selected experimental conditions. Therefore, experiments to test the ability of a precursor are always necessary, and have to be considered also in the context of materials application.
Influence of Precursor Concentration
Changing the precursor concentration mainly means changing collision frequency between atoms, reactive molecules, ions, and electrons in the plasma. Therefore, a strong impact of this parameter on the number concentration, respectively nuclei formation, and the particle size is expected. For different synthesized materials, several research groups find comparable behavior for the dependency of nanoparticle sizes from the precursor concentration using different 2.45 GHz equipment. Mostly investigated are the particle sizes of Fe 2 O 3 [72, 80] , Si [49, 81] , SiO 2 [80] , GaN [82] and SnO 2 [83] nanoparticles as a function of precursor concentration. In all cases, the observed particle, respectively the crystallite sizes, do not exceed 12 nm (p. 288 in [21] ). As a rule of thumb triplicate the precursor concentration doubles the particle volume [72, 80] for Fe 2 O 3 made from Fe(CO) 5 . The tendency of increased particle size with increasing precursor concentration is also confirmed by theoretical considerations for the formation of SiC in an atmospheric pressure plasma [84] : a strong positive impact of precursor concentration on particle size is calculated. This is also modeled in low-pressure plasma for Si-particles [49] .
For the dependency of particle size from precursor concentration general rules can be stated, independent from the material synthesized, independent from the research groups, and even independent from the pressure in the microwave plasma: with increasing precursor concentration an increase in particle size is observed. At a very low concentration particle sizes around 2 nm can be realized, whereas an increase of several orders of magnitude in precursor concentration is necessary to produce particles with sizes around 5-10 nm.
Influence of Microwave Power, Pressure, Temperature, and Residence Time
The influence of microwave frequency with respect to the temperature is given by Equation (1). This means a generally lower reaction temperature and shorter residence time for a synthesis performed at 2.45 GHz compared to one performed at 0.915 GHz. As the syntheses usually are operated at one fixed frequency and a constant experimental set-up, these factors are not further discussed.
Experimental evidence for decreasing particle size with increasing microwave power is given for several materials investigated from different groups. Janzen et al. [72] and Thekedar [80] show this behavior for Fe 2 O 3 nanoparticles, Kleinwechter et al. [73] for ZnO nanoparticles, Knipping et al. [81] for Si nanoparticles, Thekedar [80] for SiO 2 nanoparticles, and Shimada et al. [82] for GaN nanoparticles. In all cases measured particle sizes are below 10 nm. Although in all cases the size difference seems marginal, the reduction in particle volume is significant. Doubling the microwave power reduces the particle volume by a factor of approximately 2 for Fe 2 O 3 [72] and for ZnO [73] . Decreasing particle sizes with increasing microwave power in addition, is supported by theoretical calculations in an atmospheric microwave plasma for SiC formation [84] and in low pressure plasma for Si formation [49] . The reason for the pronounced influence of microwave power on particle size might be a slow chemical reactivity at low microwave power, resulting in a smaller number of nuclei [82] . The molecules which are formed by the chemical reaction condense on the few nuclei, leading to larger particles. In the case of higher microwave power a faster chemical reaction rate leads to more nuclei, resulting in a larger amount of smaller particles.
In addition to its influence on particle size, microwave power also affects the degree of chemical conversion, especially when using organometallic precursors with high organic fraction. This was observed for the synthesis of SnO 2 made from Sn(C 4 H 9 ) 4 under several experimental conditions [60] . A higher microwave power yielded in whiter powder, containing less unreacted organic residuals at the surface of the particles whereas lower microwave power resulted in gray powder. Analysis by different analytical methods revealed residual hydrocarbons on the surface of the nanoparticles [60] .
With increasing pressure a linear increase of the diameter of the nanoparticles is observed for Si [81] , ZnO [73] , SiO 2 [80] , and Al 2 O 3 [85] nanoparticles from several groups. This behavior can be explained by the increased collision probability, leading to enhanced nanoparticle growth.
The variation of residence time due to experimental parameters as microwave power, pressure, or temperature is only marginal. Therefore, a strong influence of residence time on particle size cannot be expected. A significant increase of residence time can only be realized by either increasing the length of the reaction zone, or by using two or more plasma zones consecutively, as shown by Schlabach et al. [86] .
Microwave Components and Experimental Set-Up
Experimental set-ups for the synthesis of nanoparticles can be realized with standard industrial frequencies of 0.915 (wavelength λ~32 cm), and 2.45 GHz (λ~12 cm, household kitchen frequency). Microwave generators, magnetrons, appropriate wave guides, and passive components such as isolators, directional couplers, tri-stub tuners, or sliding shorts are components which are commercially available worldwide from several suppliers. For a simple set-up, a magnetron with an appropriate power supply, an isolator, a directional coupler, a tri-stub tuner and an appropriate resonant cavity are needed. Resonant cavities (applicators) are also commercially available to some extent. Examples for commercially available cavities are downstream sources, plasma torches, surfatrons, or surfaguides. In many cases, cavities are a special and individual custom design, depending on the needs of the customer. TE 01 mode cavities can be adjusted to the maximum of the E-field vector at the centerline of the reaction tube using a sliding short and a tri-stub tuner [87] . Using a specially developed TE 11 rotating mode cavity [88] , a tuning with sliding short is not necessary anymore.
The plasma zone itself is made of quartz glass, or alternatively another suitable dielectric material, having low losses at microwave frequencies. The advantage of glass is its transparency, permitting the observation of reactions in the plasma. The plasma zone passes the cavity and at the intersection the plasma is ignited.
In consequence, the selected microwave frequency of the equipment, the type of cavity, and the length of the reaction zone are defined by the equipment in use. The chosen precursor, the used gas pressure, the precursor concentration, and the energy input (microwave power) are the main tools for proper setting of experimental conditions to achieve optimum synthesis conditions for each material. To produce small nanoparticles with narrow size distribution, pressure conditions should be selected in the range of equal charges, so that particles can repel each other to thwart particle growth. Figure 6 shows, exemplarily, a 2 × 2 kW 2.45 GHz experimental equipment for the synthesis of ceramic core/ceramic shell nanoparticles. Further details for this set-up and other set-up modifications (e.g., for the synthesis of ceramic core/organic shell nanoparticles) are described by Szabó [21] . Figure 6 . Experimental 2.45 GHz set-up using 2 consecutive TE 11 cavities for the synthesis of core/shell nanoparticles and thermophoretic powder collection, as it is used in Karlsruhe.
The bottle-neck in the synthesis of nanoparticles in microwave plasma is the particle collection. Aerosol methods of powder collection, as the collection via thermophoresis [10, 89] are quite common. Thermophoresis can be considered as a removing of small particles from a gas stream [90, 91] . The particles are transported in a temperature gradient. The effect is as more efficient as the temperature gradient is. Other factors of influence are the thermal conductivity, the diameter, the mass of the particles, and the gas flow rate, respectively. The larger the particle diameters are, and the higher their mass is, the better they can be collected via thermophoresis. Mechanical filtering [81, 92] or cyclones [93, 94] are alternative collection methods for nanoscaled powders. A common method for deposition of small charged particles from the gas phase is electrostatic deposition [95, 96] . Further applied collection methods are the direct dispersion of nanoparticles in appropriate liquids (e.g., resins, glycols, liquid polymers) [97, 98] , and the deposition of nanoparticles on substrates, forming porous nanoparticle layers without liquid processing [54, 99, 100] .
Only few remarks are found in literature concerning commercialization of microwave plasma synthesis method and the potential for up-scaling. The "Microwave Plasma Synthesis Machine" 
Materials Synthesized in Microwave Plasma

Tabular Overview on Literature Data
In this section a publication overview will be given on materials synthesized using microwave plasma (Tables 2-6 ). Most papers are found on the synthesis of oxide nanoparticles, followed by nitrides, and metallic nanoparticles. The tables are complemented by other gas-phase plasma methods, to give a better overview. 
Materials and Properties
As many physical properties of materials are size dependent, particle size, respectively, particle size distribution is a very important factor in the synthesis of nanoparticles. The most striking difference between commercially available gas-phase synthesized nanoparticles and those nanoparticles, made in a microwave plasma in a low pressure system is the particle size distribution (compare Figure 5) . Commercial powders usually contain nanoparticles of sizes ranging from around 5 nm to approximately 200 nm. Similar, broad particle size distributions are observed, when using microwave torches [52, 103, 109, 110] , whereas the powders synthesized in low pressure microwave plasma are often characterized by a very narrow particle size distribution [105, 107, 108, 198] . This can be observed for several commercially available nanoscaled powders, like Fe 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 , SnO 2 , or TiO 2 . In consequence, the size dependent properties are selective adjustable in microwave plasma synthesized particles. In the following section, several examples will explain why and how proper selection of experimental parameters is necessary to influence nanoparticle properties, especially with respect to application relevant properties. The first example will be from the area of magnetic nanoparticles, the second example will show results on luminescence properties of core/shell nanoparticles, and the last example will present results on the development of nanoparticles as anode materials.
Superparamagnetic Iron Oxide Nanoparticles
Superparamagnetism is a property of single, isolated, small magnetic particles [217] . It is caused by thermal fluctuations of the magnetization vector in a zero field, when the thermal energy of the particle is larger than the energy of magnetic anisotropy [218] . Therefore, magnetization curves show only diminishing magnetic hysteresis. The magnetic properties of ferrite nanoparticles are known to be size dependent [219] [220] [221] [222] . Their saturation magnetization usually is below the saturation magnetization of the bulk counterpart material. With decreasing particle size, respectively particle volume, the saturation magnetization decreases drastically. This is because the ferrite nanoparticles are covered by a nonmagnetic surface layer of around 0.5 to 1 nm thickness [223, 224] . With decreasing particle size the amount of nonmagnetic specific surface area increases. This is leading to the reduction of saturation magnetization.
Iron oxide nanoparticles are those particles, whose synthesis and properties are described from several research groups using the whole band width of plasma types (see also Table 2 ). This material has potential for application in catalysis [225] , and due to its magnetic properties in biomedical applications [226] . Papers dealing with microwave gas phase syntheses or plasma syntheses of magnetic nanoparticles show a heterogeneous field of results, ranging from "large" nanoparticles with saturation magnetization near the bulk saturation magnetization, to "small" nanoparticles with saturation magnetization far away from the bulk value. The found data on magnetization and particle sizes fit quite well in the general trends of size dependent magnetic properties (Figure 7 ). Those particles made from a chloride precursor [107, 108] deviate from the trend. According to the indicated particle sizes, the saturation magnetization should be higher. The extreme low saturation magnetization is explained with a lattice disorder in the occupation of tetrahedral and octahedral lattice sites by Fe 3+ ions. In this case, obviously, the chloride precursor is not suited for the synthesis of a good material. The literature results are summarized in Table 7 . Figure 7 . Room temperature saturation magnetization as a function of particle size. Reference data for particle size dependent saturation magnetization (all symbols in black color) are taken from Han et al. [220] , Morales et al. [222] , and de Montferrand et al. [227] , and finally the bulk reference value is taken from [228] , page 993. Literature data of the diverse plasma synthesized F 2 O 3 nanoparticles (colored symbols) are taken from Table 7 (David et al. [102, 109] , Nadeem et al. [105] , Vollath et al. [107, 108] , Banerjee et al. [114] , Lei et al. [115] ). The bars herein are not error bars; they show the spread of indicated particle sizes.
Luminescence Properties and Bifunctional Nanoparticles
Luminescence is the emission of light from any substance and occurs from electronically excited states [229] . Usually, it is a property of organic molecules, of isolated ceramic nanoparticles [230, 231] , or quantum dot nanoparticles [207, [232] [233] [234] . It is also found in microwave plasma synthesized ceramic nanoparticles coated with a polymer shell [51, 197, 198] , or coated with an organic dye [97, 198, 199, 202] . It is one interesting property of nanoparticles with applications found primarily in medical, biological, or pharmaceutical areas [235] [236] [237] [238] [239] .
Luminescence properties of Al 2 O 3 , ZrO 2 and HfO 2 nanoparticles, coated with either poly-methyl methacrylic acid (PMMA), or the organic dye anthracene, or both, depend tremendously on the precursor used for the synthesis of the ceramic core. The luminescence spectra for different core/shell nanoparticles are shown exemplarily for HfO 2 -and Al 2 O 3 -based core/shell nanoparticles, made from different precursors in Figure 8 . The important features are summarized in Table 8 , complemented with data for ZrO 2 . Luminescence of PMMA coated particles is characterized by a broad excimer peak. It is generated in the interface of ceramic-polymer by the carbonyl of the -(C=O)-O-bonding of the polymer to the oxide nanoparticle [197] . The luminescence maxima are positioned at significant different wavelengths than the maxima of anthracene-coated nanoparticles made from chloride or bromide precursor. Particles synthesized from iodide or butoxide precursor exhibit modified anthracene molecule spectra. The molecule spectra of aromatic ring molecules are generated by delocalized electrons in π-conjugated molecules. Iodine, although being a halide, obviously does not quench anthracene fluorescence.
Halide-free core/shell nanoparticles exhibit luminescence spectra resembling to that of anthracene with some significant differences concerning the intensity ratio and the position of maxima. They resemble molecule spectra of anthracene, exhibiting a slight shoulder around 405 nm, a peak maximum appearing at 418-419 nm, and further peaks at 443 to 445 nm, and 471 nm. The most remarkable difference to the pure anthracene spectrum is the difference in the intensity ratios of the peaks. In contrast, core/shell nanoparticles made from chlorides even with different oxide cores show excimer-like spectra with broad maxima around 545 to 550 nm. It is well known that elements of the halogen group, especially chlorine, may be quenchers of fluorescence for anthracene (page 238 in [229] ).
Furthermore, luminescence spectra can be influenced by the degree of organic coating. This was shown by Vollath and Szabó for pyrene as dye [198] . The spectra are changing from excitonic spectra to molecule spectra with decreasing dye coverage. For pyrene this is explained with the ability of some fluorophores to form complexes with themselves (page 9 in [229] ). The suitable combination of core precursor, type and amount of organic dye molecules and additional polymer protecting coating does allow a specified particle design with tailored luminescence properties.
Bifunctional nanoparticles finally can be synthesized in microwave plasma by the combination of a magnetic core (e.g., Fe 2 O 3 ), a luminescent coating (dyes as e.g., anthracene, pyrene, perylene, coumarine), and an additional protecting polymer layer. The luminescence spectrum of Fe 2 O 3 /Pyrene/PMMA nanoparticles suspended in H 2 O is characterized by the molecule spectrum of pyrene. The magnetic properties are typical for isolated nanoparticles: they exhibit superparamagnetism. A hysteresis is not observed. Similar observations with respect of combined properties have been shown by Vollath and Szabó [74] , and by Vollath [202] for anthracene-containing Fe 2 O 3 particles.
Sn-Based Nanocomposites for Li-Ion Battery Application
The growing demand of high capacity Li-ion batteries for automotive or stationary energy applications creates a need for new and improved electrode materials. Nanomaterials based on tin possess a very promising potential as anode material in Li-ion batteries because they exhibit in principle much higher theoretical specific capacities (e.g., SnO 2 ca. 780 mA h g −1 [240] , Sn ca.
994 mA h g −1 [241] ) than currently used carbon anodes (372 mA h g −1 [241] ). Bulk SnO 2 anode material, however, shows very poor long-term cycle stability due to internal stress caused by the large volume change (>200%) during the alloying process from Li and Sn to Li 4.4 Sn resulting in cracks and loss of active material. Similar observations are made for Sn bulk material. Nanoporous materials could resolve this issue because they feature local free space to compensate this volume change. One possibility to address this issue is the use of nanocomposites consisting of core/shell nanoparticles with an active core, e.g., Sn or SnO 2 , and a stabilizing shell, e.g., carbon, which acts as a scaffold between the core particles. The conducting phase is added without slurry process in situ during the particle synthesis process. This concept was proven to work, using microwave plasma particles deposited directly on substrates [60, 100, 122, 214, 242, 243] . In this targeted material development task, the synthesis parameters, mainly the precursor in use, the selected reactive, respectively plasma gas and the microwave power are the key elements for the successful improvement of long-term properties. As explained in Section 4.3.1, and shown by reactions (3-5), a broad variety of material compositions can be realized. It was shown, that increasing the microwave power yields in "cleaner" SnO 2 particles with less precursor residual [60] . Increasing the content of conducting phase (e.g., hydrocarbons) improved the long-term behavior of the anode materials [60] . The use of Ar as plasma gas (according to reaction 6) yields an even better battery performance. This is due to the high amount of carbonaceous phase and its relatively high hydrogen/carbon ratio [214] . Hydrocarbons are known to exhibit very high specific capacities [245] [246] [247] [248] . The results are shown in Table 9 . It can be seen, that improving battery performance is not only a question of materials properties; also electrode assembly and the selected electrolyte play an important role.
Summary
Microwave plasma synthesis of particulate matter can be regarded as a subset of diverse plasma reactions, which themselves can be considered as a subset of gas phase reactions. Although several groups are working world-wide successfully in the field of synthesizing all kind of nanomaterials using microwave plasma synthesis methods, a real implementation of laboratory equipment into an industrial process with significant production rates seems not observable to the authors best knowledge. The physico-chemical processes of particle formation in microwave plasmas are not fully understood so far and hinders to some extent up-scaling to industrial relevant production output. One additional bottle neck is the collection of particles with sizes < 5 nm.
Nevertheless, the scientific relevance is given, as synthesized particles may be very small (often with sizes below 5 nm), particle size distributions are narrow, and particles with size-dependent properties, featuring real "nano-effects", can be synthesized. Literature reveals a broad palette of different materials such as oxides, nitrides, carbides, chalcogenides, carbon materials, metals, composites, and doped particles. Additionally, synthesis of core/shell nanoparticles is possible comprising combined material properties. The process parameters can be used to influence the resulting product, respectively, its properties.
Exemplarily, superparamagnetic, nanosized Fe 2 O 3 particles, different ceramic core/organic shell nanoparticles, and Sn-based composites have been discussed with respect to their properties and application potential.
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